Demographics and Race

species either directly, in the case of adjacent demes, or by a
series of steps, in the case of widely separated demes.
Demes are also transitory. According to Stephen Jay
Gould in The Structure of Evolutionary Theory, demes have
‘‘porous borders,’’ they do not function as a ‘‘discrete
[evolutionary] entities,’’ and are ‘‘defined only by the transient and clumpy nature of . . . habitats’’ (p. 647). Richard
Dawkins, in The Selfish Gene, likened demes to ‘‘clouds in
the sky or dust storms in the desert . . . temporary aggregations’’ (p. 36). Moreover, even if demes are spatially distinct
clusters, their phenotypic features might still grade into one
another in response to environmental gradients, thus making the boundaries between the demes even less distinct.
This is known as a clinal distribution.
Given the accepted general definition, it can certainly
be said that demes exist within the human species, where
they are identified as semi-isolated endogamous (literally,
‘‘marriage within’’) populations. The isolation may be
spatial, as in any of a number of societies inhabiting separate and secluded valleys in the New Guinea Highlands, or
cultural, as in the religiously based isolation of groups such
as the Hutterites, Mennonites, and Amish.
All human populations consist of members of a single
species. Thus, by definition, they exchange genes with other
populations, directly or indirectly. More specifically, even
the most isolated human population has experienced gene
flow with adjacent populations at some point in time.
Outsiders have always married into the Hutterites, for
example, and Hutterites have married out. Over time,
human demes are as ephemeral as those of any other
species, and probably more so, given the human proclivities
for mobility and genetic exchange.
The question becomes, then, what is the relationship
between the concept of the deme and that of the biological race or subspecies? Both are proposed populations
below the species level. Traditionally, a biological race
was considered to be a group of related demes inhabiting
the same general region and sharing genetic and/or physical characteristics (Savage 1977; Mettler et al. 1988).
The limitations noted for the deme concept, however,
provide a lesson for considering such larger groups as races or
subspecies because those limitations become more pronounced
with larger populations. Larger populations within a species
contain more genetic and physical variation, and thus stand
even less chance of having specific biological characteristics.
Because there is more gene flow between large populations, the
boundaries between such populations are further blurred and
have less real biological meaning and utility. At best, as Lawrence Mettler et al. note, defining and naming subspecific
groups is ‘‘purely subjective’’ and a ‘‘matter of convenience’’
for the purpose of ‘‘intelligible communication’’ (1988, p. 48).
SEE ALSO

Clusters; Gene Pool; Subspecies.
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DEMOGRAPHICS AND
RACE
The United States Census has collected information about
race ever since the first census was taken in 1790. Indeed,
the Census and the collection of information about race
were originally mandated in the U.S. Constitution. In
Article One, Section Two, the founders of the United
States set forth the language for collecting information
about race in the decennial census:
Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which may be
included within this Union, according to their
respective Numbers, which shall be determined
by adding to the whole Number of free Persons,
including those bound to Service for a Term of
Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three
fifths of all other Persons. The actual Enumeration shall be made within three Years after the first
Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and
within every subsequent Term of ten Years, in
such Manner as they shall by Law direct.

This language acknowledges several racial designations. In almost all circumstances ‘‘free persons’’ and persons ‘‘bound to service for a term of years’’ meant European
immigrants and their descendants. Very clearly, American
Indians who resided outside the jurisdiction of AngloAmerican communities were excluded, insofar as they
could not be taxed. The notorious ‘‘three-fifths compromise’’ was an obvious allusion to African slaves and their
descendants, who were born into slavery for the duration of
their lives.
Despite the obvious racial overtones of this language,
it is important to understand that the Constitution was a
product of Enlightenment philosophy. The Enlightenment had an enormous influence on the framing of the
U.S. government, but, ironically, this intellectual tradition offered little insight into the nature of race and racial
distinctions. As a result, the incorporation of race into
the Constitution was shaped more by considerations of
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conquest and oppression than by abstract philosophical
principles. Race, for the founders of the United States,
was mostly a matter of civil status.
THE HISTORY OF MODERN RACE
CONSCIOUSNESS

The articulation of racial thinking that would justify the
collection of information about race awaited the emergence
of biology as a full-fledged body of scientific knowledge in
the late eighteenth century. The Swedish biologist Carl
Linnaeus deserves credit for devising the first racial classification for Homo sapiens, published in 1735. This classification consisted of four groups—Americanus, Africanus,
Asiaticus, and Europeanus—and each was associated with
race-specific behavioral characteristics. In 1775 the German
scientist Johann Blumenbach elaborated Linnaeus’s scheme
and introduced a vocabulary for describing race that still
more or less remains in use. His categories were Caucasian,
Malayan, Mongolian, Negro, and American. Blumenbach
also assigned particular behavioral traits to each of these
groups. The work of Linnaeus, Blumenbach, and the French
biologist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck had a profound influence
on scientific thinking about race in the United States, and on
the way racial data were collected in nineteenth-century
censuses.
From 1790 to 1810, there were few changes in the
U.S. Census. Households were enumerated according to
the number of persons, both free and slave, and most
American Indians were excluded from the count. The first
significant modification of the census with respect to race
occurred in the 1820 enumeration, in which a distinction
was made for ‘‘colored’’ persons, free or slave. At the very
least, this signified that there were sufficient numbers of
free colored persons to merit enumeration, as well as a tacit
acknowledgement that race was a physical quality in addition to being a condition of civil status.
The distinction between free and slave colored persons
remained in the next several censuses, but the 1840 census
was particularly noteworthy; it was the first to precipitate a
controversy over the accuracy of racial data. In particular, the
1840 enumeration resulted in an unusually large number of
‘‘colored insane’’ living in northern states. This, of course,
became fodder in the slavery debates, with the proponents of
slavery using this finding to argue for the deleterious consequences of emancipation (Anderson 1988).
The debates over the accuracy of the 1840 census
proved to be long lasting and especially bitter. They also
set the stage for a larger role for scientific opinion in the
1850 census. Congress appointed a special Census Board
consisting of the secretaries of state and commerce and
the Postmaster General. This board received considerable
authority to conduct the census, and it appointed Joseph
C. G. Kennedy as the superintendent of the census.
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Kennedy proved to be a highly effective leader and an
especially important superintendent because he actively
sought scientific advice about how to conduct the census.
He sought, for the first time, the advice of leaders in the
American Statistical Association and the American Geographical and Statistical Society, as well as leading European statisticians such as Charles Babbage.
The 1850 census was taken in an era when the
country was not yet at war, but the sectional conflict over
slavery was growing in intensity. It was also a period when
eugenics and ethnology were reaching a pinnacle of influence within the scientific community. Among the innovations introduced by Kennedy for the 1850 census was a
special schedule for the enumeration of slaves—they were
identified by a number along with the name of their
owner. The 1850 census also admonished enumerators
to carefully record the racial heritage of household members. One noteworthy innovation in this census was the
introduction of the term ‘‘Mulatto.’’ It was the first tacit
acknowledgement that sexual relations transcended racial
barriers and that the offspring of these unions existed in
sufficient numbers to merit enumeration.
POST-CIVIL WAR CENSUSES

In the decades following the Civil War, the race question
was modified in ways that reflected the social and political concerns of the era. The preoccupations of scientific
racism played a very large role in the development of the
census. The enumerator instructions in the 1870 census
epitomized the obsession with racial purity that characterized this period. These instructions admonished enumerators to ‘‘Be particularly careful in reporting the class
Mulatto. . . . Important scientific results depend on the
correct determination of this class’’ (Snipp 2003, p. 567).
The 1890 census did not stress the scientific importance of its racial classification or the gravity of accurately
assessing racial heritage. However, it was significant because
it introduced an even finer classification for persons with
African heritage by identifying persons as Octoroons,
Quadroons, or Mulattos. It took careful stock of the racial
composition of the American Indian population, particularly the numbers of mixed-race persons. Another significant innovation reflected the racist and nativist concerns
about immigration from China and Japan. Earlier censuses
had enumerated the presence of Chinese and Japanese
immigrants in California. Their numbers had grown sufficiently large in other parts of the country causing an outpouring of alarm that culminated in the 1882 Chinese
Exclusion Act. The 1890 census was the first effort to
monitor the spread of Chinese and Japanese immigrants
to locations outside California.
At the dawn of the twentieth century, ideas about race
that first appeared in the early and mid-nineteenth century
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were still influential. Jim Crow racism institutionalized these
ideas and made them the scientific underpinnings for laws and
public policy governing race relations in the early twentieth
century. For example, the so-called one-drop rule stipulated
that even the smallest amount of African heritage was sufficient
to be designated as black. Consequently, for the 1900 census,
efforts to divide the black population into subgroups such as
Octoroon were abandoned. By 1920, at the peak of Jim Crow,
even the category of Mulatto was jettisoned.
Changing patterns of immigration and continuing
anti-Asian public sentiment led to the addition of several
new categories in the 1930 census. Specifically, the government added categories for Mexican, Filipino, Hindu, and
Korean. With the exception of ‘‘Mexican,’’ these categories
were retained in a virtually identical format for the 1940
census. In response to lobbying by the Mexican government, the Census Bureau deleted ‘‘Mexican’’ as a separate
designation and counted Mexican Americans as ‘‘White.’’
One other change connected with the 1940 census was that
data for ethnic minorities ceased to be published as part of
the decennial reports for states and localities. Instead, a
special subject report was issued titled Characteristics of the
Nonwhite Population by Race.
Racial measurement in post–World War II America
became an urgent matter for at least two reasons. First, a
significant undercount of black men was discovered to exist
in the 1940 census, and a similar undercount was documented after the 1950 census. Second, and more important, the civil rights movement gathered momentum and
the census, as the principal tool for allocating political
power and resources, became recognized as essential for
ensuring the enfranchisement of blacks and other minorities. Given the unmatched importance of the census for
obtaining fair political representation, any undercount of
racial or ethnic minorities was simply unacceptable.
SELF-IDENTIFICATION

In every census since World War II, the U.S. government,
particularly the U.S. Census Bureau, has struggled to minimize the undercount of racial and ethnic minorities while
also confronting other challenges, such as containing the
costs of the census. One cost-cutting measure that proved
to have profound consequences for the way the census
measures race was introduced in the 1960 census. Prior to
1960, the decennial census was taken by enumerators conducting door-to-door interviews. Race was a characteristic
that was visually determined and recorded by the interviewer. To save the expense of hiring thousands of enumerators for the 1960 census, the Census Bureau mailed census
forms to households and allowed individuals to self-identify
their race. This led to a subtle, though fundamentally
profound, shift in the measurement of race in the census.
The race that individuals reported in the census was deterENCYCLOPEDIA OF RACE AND RACISM

mined less by the phenotypical cues that might influence an
enumerator’s judgment, and more by the personal beliefs,
feelings, and attitudes that shape the racial identity of
individuals. Race was no longer a matter of observable
physical traits; it was now a matter of personal subjectivity.
The shift to self-identification had little or no effect on
the enumeration of some groups, such as blacks or whites.
However, for one group—American Indians and Alaskan
Natives—the effect was profoundly significant. The shift to
self-identification resulted in a significant increase in the
number of American Indians, rising from 357,000 in 1950
to 524,000 in 1960—an increase of 47 percent. This increase
was followed by similar or even larger increases in subsequent
decades. Some of this increase was due to an excess of births
over deaths. However, an even larger amount was due to the
fact that many persons who had once been identified as white
or black chose to report their heritage as American Indian.
The Census Bureau continued to use the same question format for obtaining information about race in 1970,
1980, and 1990, albeit with small modifications. The 1990
census proved to be a pivotal event that triggered a storm of
protests because it instructed respondents to choose only
one race for their heritage. Even more infuriating was the
fact that if respondents chose to mark more than one race
for their background, the Census Bureau had a complex
procedure in place for assigning one and only one race to
each individual for whom more than one race was reported.
The groups who objected most strongly to this measure
were mixed-race couples that were expected to choose one
over another in designating a race for their children. Why,
they demanded, should a child with a black mother and a
white father be forced to choose one race or another, when
in fact they were genuinely multiracial?
A MULTIRACIAL POPULATION

These complaints eventually led Congress and the Office of
Management and Budget to undertake a thorough review
of the procedures the federal government uses for the
collection of information about race. In October 1997
the U.S. government issued new guidelines for collecting
this information. These guidelines were mandatory for all
federal agencies, their contractors, and their grantees, effective January 2003. The new guidelines made two significant changes. One was the creation of a new category:
‘‘Native Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders.’’ Formerly,
people in this population had been counted among ‘‘Asians
and Pacific Islanders.’’ The second and most profound
change was a mandate that whenever the federal government (or its contractors or grantees) collects information
about race, the instruction to ‘‘mark one or more’’ or
‘‘choose one or more’’ must appear on the questionnaire.
The Census Bureau was the first government agency to
adopt this language. Thus, the 2000 census included language
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on the race question that instructed respondents to ‘‘Mark
one or more races to indicate what this person considers
himself/herself to be.’’ In response to this question, 6.8 million persons were identified as having more than one race—
about 2.4 percent of the total U.S. population. Relatively
little is known about this population except that it is an
extraordinarily diverse group. For example, persons of black
and American Indian heritage are very different from persons
of white and Asian descent in terms of where and how they
live. Another notable quality is that about 22 percent of the
multiracial population is composed of Hispanic persons who
identify themselves as ‘‘White’’ and ‘‘Some Other Race.’’
Studies conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau indicate that
multiracial persons frequently change the way they identify
their race, perhaps in ways to meet the social expectations of
other persons around them (Bentley et al. 2003).
The racial data produced by the 2000 census is an
extraordinarily complex body of information, but in
many respects it mirrors the racial complexity of American
society. Once it seemed possible to frame race and ethnicity in American society entirely as a matter of black and
white. The changing nature of American society, however,
now demands an approach that allows for myriad forms of
racial identification, and data will undoubtedly be even
more complex in the future.
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intense debate in 1832 over the institution of slavery itself
throughout the South. Although the numbers of whites and
blacks directly involved was small, with about seventy slave
rebels in Turner’s band, the census of 1830 showed that
Virginia contained 694,306 whites to 462,031 blacks,
including 47,348 free blacks. As a direct result of the
insurrection, more than 200 potential slave insurgents were
executed; throughout the South, tighter rules were enacted
for controlling blacks, free and unfree. Racial membership
was seen literally as a matter of life and death.
The idea that any white person could lose his or her life
in a slave uprising raised new fundamental issues about the
institution of slavery, issues related to justice, safety, property
rights, governance, economic value, moral effects, racial
status, emancipation, colonization, and the ‘‘good’’ society.
The members of the Virginia assembly were aware of the
abolition of slavery in Mexico in 1829, as well as the decision
of the British government to terminate slavery in the English-speaking West Indies. In January and February 1832 the
legislators intensely debated the pros and cons of these issues.
When the debates ended with the legality of slavery
unchanged but the state seriously divided between its western
sections, with few slaves, and the rest of the state, with the
nation’s largest proportion of blacks, Governor John Floyd
requested Thomas R. Dew to write a document to temper
the effects of the debates. Dew, a thirty-year-old professor at
the College of William and Mary, responded with Review of
the Debate in the Virginia Legislature of 1831 and 1832.
Born into an affluent family in King and Queen
County in Virginia on December 5, 1802, Thomas Roderick Dew studied history, metaphysics, political economy,
law, and government at William and Mary College in
Virginia. Following his graduation in 1820 at the early
age of eighteen, he toured Europe and studied philosophy
in Germany before returning to the United States. In 1826
his alma mater hired him to teach history and political
economy, and subsequently appointed him in 1836 to
serve as its thirteenth president, a position he held to his
death of pneumonia in Paris in 1846.

C. Matthew Snipp

What follows is a summary of the primary points
made in Dew’s Review of the Debate in the Virginia
Legislature of 1831 and 1832.

In the wake of the Nat Turner rebellion of 1831, which
took the lives of fifty-seven whites in Southampton
County, Virginia, and startled slaveholders throughout
the South, the Virginia House of Delegates conducted an

Dew held that, overall, slavery was good for the South
and the enslaved blacks. He noted that slavery had not
only been part of human history since antiquity, but the
Bible also sanctioned it. He chastised—as inexperienced
youthful males who were swayed by the enchantments of
ill-advised so-called humanitarians—the Virginian lawmakers who supported an aspect of Thomas Jefferson’s
idea. (Although he accepted Jefferson’s racist views about
blacks, Dew strongly opposed the black colonization
vision that the former had stressed in his book Notes on
the State of Virginia).

DEW, THOMAS
RODERICK
1802–1846
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